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Insure.com Names Best Online Life
Insurance Companies in 2022
By Insure.com Posted on November 21, 2022

As the upward trend of shopping online continues, some insurance companies are answering the call

Foster City, CA – November 21, 2022 –  It’s almost Cyber Monday, and as consumers shop for deals, they should
also consider shopping for their life insurance. To help, Insure.com releases its guide to help consumers choose
from the best life insurance companies on the market.

Find the resource: Best online life insurance companies in 2022.

In the article, the editors evaluate nine different life insurance companies that offer policies available completely
online.

Life insurance is an important part of protecting your family’s financial future. For some, buying policies in person
is not feasible. Online life insurance companies streamline the buying process and often offer coverage in as little
as a few minutes. The application process is quick, allowing consumers to protect their family’s finances in just
under 10 minutes. It also does not require an in-person medical exam.

“Shopping for life insurance online is a quick and easy way to make sure the family is financially covered following
a death,” says Nupur Gambhir, managing editor of Insure.com. “Our list of the top online life insurance companies
is meant to make the buying process even simpler, so applicants can spend less time online and more time with
the people they love.”

The resource examines the strengths of each company, which ranges from the best for people looking to bundle
companies to the best for seniors or growing families. Experts also evaluated the cons for the companies in our
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list.

“There’s no one-size-fits-all choice when choosing insurance of any kind,” adds Gambhir. “This guide can assist in
narrowing it down to the best fit for the consumer’s particular needs.”

Gambhir is available to comment on shopping for life insurance online.

About Insure.com
Insure.com is owned and operated by QuinStreet, Inc. (Nasdaq: QNST), a leader in providing performance
marketplace technologies and services to the financial services and home services industries. QuinStreet is a
pioneer in delivering online marketplace solutions to match searchers with brands in digital media. The company is
committed to providing consumers with the information and tools they need to research, find and select the
products and brands that meet their needs. Insure.com is a member of QuinStreet’s expert research and publishing
division.

For more than 20 years, Insure.com has served as a comprehensive consumer resource for insurance information,
offering expert advice, articles, news, and tools about car, home, health, and life insurance. Consumers have
access to free car insurance quotes and guidance on finding the right insurance policy, saving money and solving
claims problems.

Twitter: @InsureCom
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